Egypt’s Economic Recovery Linked to Gulf Banks and Foreign Investment

When Egyptian President Abdel Fatah al-Sisi conﬁdently addressed
Arab Gulf heads of state and foreign ministers and delegates of the
Manama Dialogue on Friday, he made no mention of a continued
need of Gulf aid and loans to Egypt, instead his remarks focused on
regional security cooperation and the preference for Arab state-led
intervention in Middle East conﬂicts.
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When Egyptian President Abdel Fatah al-Sisi conﬁdently addressed Arab Gulf heads of state and
foreign ministers and delegates of the Manama Dialogue on Friday, he made no mention of a
continued need of Gulf aid and loans to Egypt, instead his remarks focused on regional security
cooperation and the preference for Arab state-led intervention in Middle East conﬂicts. Nevertheless,
the stability of Egypt may depend on regional ﬁnancial cooperation and intervention.
Regional ﬁnance analysts and foreign currency traders are closely watching the foreign reserve levels
of both the Central Bank of Egypt and its local bank sector. Like much of the Gulf bank sector at
present, Egypt is facing a period of lower foreign reserve assets. The Egyptian case is of course more
severe, as it is increasingly dependent on loans, aid (including in-kind aid of oil and gas), and cash
deposits in foreign currency to its central bank from friendly Gulf governments.
Some Egyptian banks are seeking external ﬁnancing to bridge the gap. Egypt’s two largest banks,
National Bank of Egypt and Banque Misr, were not able to complete plans for an international bond
issue and instead raised capital through the regional wholesale market with loans totaling several
hundred million dollars, according to analysts at EFG Hermes.
For banks with regional parent companies, there is a better cushion for liquidity. Increasingly, large
deals requiring foreign currency involve Gulf banks, which is a boost to lagging infrastructure and
construction projects inside the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). The other big project ﬁnance is only
possible through companies willing to invest in Egypt by providing their own funding. For example,
Siemens has secured a long term ﬁnance agreement through export credit agencies in Germany and
Denmark, along with regional partners to build a series of electricity plants.
Egypt’s recovery plan depends on infrastructure investment, job creation, housing construction and
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agricultural development. All of these plans require massive amounts of capital and the local market
is not in a position to fund them. The government’s response has been to issue debt denominated in
US dollars and Euro (also called “government paper” debt) to increase net foreign assets.
Unfortunately, the Egyptian currency continues to weaken, making these liabilities, both public and in
the private bank sector, more diﬃcult to repay.
US Dollar to Egyptian Pound Exchange Rate, 2011 to 2015

According to analysts at JP Morgan, Egypt will soon have to repay more than $2 billion in outstanding
sovereign debt (including $1 billion in a bond to Qatar, and two payments to the Paris club before July
2016 worth $700 million each.) The question remains if the GCC states will be willing to again
replenish (in cash aid and loans) Egypt’s dwindling foreign reserves. A more likely scenario will see
GCC support increase in foreign direct investment and regional bank loans, which oﬀers a better
promise of return and supports the Gulf economies as much as Egypt’s economy.
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